Oral Cancer Stem Cells Microenvironment.
Cancer stem cells (CSCs) play important role in tumor growth and metastasis coupled with increased recurrences and acquired therapeutic resistance in oral cancer. The tumor microenvironment imposes intense pressure in cancer evolution in response to adverse growth conditions, resource limitation and immune predation. Here, we discussed the dynamic interplay between cancer stem cells and tumor microenvironment in the formation of intratumoral heterogeneity to modulate tumor progression. The CSCs niche provide a special microhabitat for survival, maintenance of stemness and tumor re-propagation. Moreover, adaptive cellular behavior might be driven by tough tumor microenvironmental selective forces which highly regulate alterations in the gene expression leading to the reprogramming of signaling pathways generating stem-like characteristics, adaptive metabolic plasticity and energy fueling with autophagy to permit the CSCs to sustain in the ever changing microenvironments during tumor progression. On the other hand, CSCs also direct the tumor microenvironment modulation and remodeling in its favour. The cytokines, chemokines and growth factors released from CSCs regulates neoangiogensis, differentiation, degradation of matrix protein and immune suppression favoring tumor-promoting conditions and initiates multiple signaling cascades augmenting the tumor progression.